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SURVEY HIGHLIGHTS
Absorption witnesses a slowdown throughout the first quarter of the year 
Downtown development projects remain on hold 
Lease rates remain relatively stable, landlords more willing to provide tenant incentives 
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MARKET OVERVIEW

The city’s office market continues to transition in the early 
months of 2016, and it is likely that this trend will continue 
throughout the year. Competitive downtown available vacancy 
was calculated to be 15.96 per cent after the first quarter of the 
year; suburban available vacancy was pegged at 15.53 per cent. 
The trend of negative absorption was once again witnessed as 
(-30,550) SF were absorbed throughout the competitive 
downtown and (-39,954) SF throughout the suburban market.

Suburban Vacancy

Competitive Downtown Office Market

Despite there being a strong demand for quality inventory, an 
increase in vacancy has been witnessed as a result of Class B 
and C space returning to the market. Commencing in the early 
portion of 2014, the increase in available space has been a 
result of an economic slowdown that has triggered a 
contraction cycle for some office users within the city. A 
common misconception that has arisen due to the rising 
vacancy rates is that users are leaving the competitive 
downtown market; this is not necessarily the case. Due to the 
present tenant mix within the city’s office sector, the market is 
influenced by tenants operating within resource based 
industries. Many of the users within these industries experience 

expansion and contraction cycles. Over the past few years many 
of companies within resource based industries have shed excess 
space in order to reflect the needs of their current cycles. This 
contraction cycle, coupled with the city’s relocation of its police 
occupied office space within the downtown core have played a 
significant role in the increase of available inventory.
Expectations are that demand for office space will gain 
momentum once a better economic stability becomes present.

Suburban Office Market

Despite the cautious mindset surrounding development within 
the downtown office market, developers have been more willing 
to introduce new construction within the city’s suburban sector. 
Suburban office space has witnessed an increase in demand due 
to favorable parking ratios for users. Parking within the 
downtown sector has become quite limited, that projects like 
Cornerstone Commons are looking to provide tenants with 
brand new office space that provides ample parking. Phase I of 
this project is scheduled for completion in the summer months 
of 2016 with the remaining three phases anticipated to be 
introduced in the following years.
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ECONOMIC OVERVIEW

The provincial economy is anticipated to gather momentum in 
2016. It is projected that the provincial economy will post 
modest gains in the coming year after enduring a contraction 
in 2015. Overall GDP growth is projected to be 1.2 per cent for 
the coming year and is then forecast to accelerate to 2.4 per 
cent in 2017.  In terms of Saskatoon, the city’s economy is 
expected to recover in 2016, and forecasts indicated that GDP 
growth will average 2.2 per cent growth over the next five 
years.

Source: RBC Provincial Outlooks

2014 2015F 2016F

Real GDP (%) 1.9 (-0.8) 1.2

Unemployment Rate (%) 3.8 5.0 6.9

Employment Growth (%) 1.0 0.5 (-0.5)

Retail Sales (%) 4.6 (-2.9) 1.6

Consumer Price Index 2.4 1.6 2.1

Housing Starts 8,257 5,149 5,500

For Lease: Phase 1 Cornerstone Commons



The relatively small size of the city’s office sector leaves the 
market vulnerable to fluctuation, which will endure as the market 
continues to transition. Despite the majority of lease rates 
holding steady, some rates have fallen in order to remain 
competitive; this drop has been primarily present within Class B 
and C office space. Although office vacancy has escalated to the 
mid-teen range, it is doubtful that any drastic decline in lease 
rates will occur. Instead, landlords will likely continue to offer 
deal incentives to tenants as opposed to rate reductions.
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MARKET FORECAST

Defining Competitive Vacancy: Buildings that are more likely to 
have vacancies, have non-government tenants, and provide a real 
representation of vacancy rates in the office market are grouped in 
the "competitive" category. The competitive downtown market 
consists of buildings within the downtown core that have been 
classified within Class A through C inventory.

Proposed: 375 2nd Avenue South (177,000 SF)
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Suburban Office Sales

275 1st Ave N Saskatoon, 
SK S7N 1X2

306.664.6116

840 48th St E Saskatoon, 
SK S7K 3Y4

306.933.2929

www.icrcommercial.com

374 Albert St Regina, 
SK S4R 2N7

306.721.6116

OFFICE SURVEY 

FOR LEASE: 504 Queen Street FOR LEASE: JBBlack Estates, 1132 College St. 

FOR LEASE: Timberpointe, 506 Queen St. FOR SALE/LEASE: 412 Willowgrove Square 

FOR LEASE: 321 21st Street East FOR SALE/LEASE: 269 3rd Ave South 

FOR LEASE: Unit 102, 440 2nd Ave North FOR LEASE: 315 22nd St East 




